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It has been foretold:In the hour of Britain’s greatest need, King Arthur will return to rescue his
people.In Portugal, the reprobate King Edward the Ninth has died by his own hand.In England,
the British monarchy teeters on the edge of total destruction.And in the Scottish Highlands, a
mystical emissary named Mr. Embries—better known as “Merlin”—informs a young captain that
he is next in line to the throne. For James Arthur Stuart is not the commoner he has always
believed himself to be—he is Arthur, the legendary King of Summer, reborn. But the road to
England’s salvation is dangerous, with powerful enemies waiting in ambush. For Arthur is not the
only one who has returned from the mists of legend. And Merlin’s magic is not the only sorcery
that has survived the centuries.AVALON“A rousing postscript to Lawhead’s bardic Pendragon
Cycle . . . Playing off snappy contemporary derring-do against the powerful shining glimpses of
the historical Arthur he created, Lawhead pulls off a genuinely moving parable of good and
evil.”—Publishers Weekly

From Publishers WeeklyIn this rousing postcript to Lawhead's bardic Pendragon Cycle (Taliesin,
Merlin, Arthur, Pendragon, Grail), such a monstrous evil stalks near-future Britain that an ancient
Welsh prophecy will be fulfilled: the Thames will reverse its course, Avalon will rise again from
the cold gray sea and Arthur will return. A series of Royals so rotten that the Brits can't wait to
dump the whole stinking lot enables scheming Prime Minister Waring to creepAtrick by political
dirty trickAtoward Magna Carta II, the abolition of the monarchy. Far in the Highlands, though,
former career officer James Arthur Stuart feels destiny stir within him. He is Arthur, come again
to exalt Britain and its grand old valuesAgoodness, compassion, mercy, charity and justice.
Accompanied by his enigmatic adviser Embries, his boon drinking buddy Calum McKay and the
lissome Jenny, James struggles to come into his own, proving his mettle against modern
monsters: skinheads armed with pit bulls, the fickle hydra of the press and the redheaded "total
dish" Moira, Arthur's old witchy nemesis who destroyed Camelot. By the time James ousts
Moira's insidiously treacherous buffalo-wing- and pizza-chomping politicos, Lawhead makes
even aristocracy-phobes want to stand up at the skirl of the pipes and cheer on the eternal
virtues James represents. In revisiting nearly every romantic Arthurian clich? and playing off
snappy contemporary derring-do against the powerful shining glimpses of the historical Arthur
he created, Lawhead pulls off a genuinely moving parable of good and evil. (Sept.)Copyright
1999 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of
this title.From Library JournalIn a near-future Britain, the death of King Edward IX throws the
succession into disarray until a young man named James Arthur Stewart discovers his identity
as the reborn King Arthur and claims his rightful throne. Aided by his counselor Myrddin
Embries, the new king seeks to restore faith in the monarchy as well as a sense of justice to a



land beleaguered by despair. The author of the popular "Pendragon Cycle" takes his Arthurian
interests one step further as he explores the ramifications of a legend come to life in the modern
world. Infused with Christian overtones, Lawhead's latest novel should appeal to fans of
Arthurian fantasy. Recommended.Copyright 1999 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text
refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.From Kirkus ReviewsHistorical/futuristic
Arthuriana from the author of Grail, 1997, etc. In the not-too-distant future, Britain's drunken
reprobate King Edward IX blows out his brains in a villa on Madeira. He has no heirs, and was
secretly helped on his way by Prime Minister Thomas Waring (an anti-monarchist nursing
ambitions to become Britain's first president). The mysteriously knowledgeable old Embries,
however, insists that Captain James Arthur Stuart is the rightful King of Britain. Despite
documentary proof, James is reluctant to go along, until Embries forces him to recall memories
of his previous lifeas King Arthur! Embries, of course, is Merlin. James's soon-to-be wife is
Guinevere, and so forth. So James, proclaiming himself the true Christian King of Avalon, raises
his standard against modern cynicism to battle not only the devious Waring but also the reborn
witch Morgan le Fay. Pleasant but far from gripping, with the necessary inference that Lawhead's
purpose is more agitprop than storytelling. -- Copyright ©1999, Kirkus Associates, LP. All rights
reserved. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this
title.Review"Evocative...intriguing...enthralling...an exciting and thoughtful addition to the ranks
of Arthurian fantasy." -- Locus"Highly recommended." -- Library Journal"Lawhead manages to
give the old tale new meaning and fascination. a fine storyteller, he brings the Arthurian
characters to life without sacrificing any of the haunting pleasure of the legends." -- Omaha
World Herald --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.From the Back
CoverThe hour fortold has come at last! Edward the Ninth, reprobate King of England, is dead
and a proud an venerable institution is to be buried with him. A new political order--encouraged
by an ambitious Prime Minister and supported by a public wearied by a succession of royal
scandals--is about to render the old obsolete. With signed abdications of all potential throne
claimants already in P.M. Thomas Waring's hands, it is a near-certainty that the British monarchy
will not survive the twenty-first century.But in the Scottish Highlands, a young man makes a
remarkable discovery that will change the seemingly unaltered path of his beleaguered nation.
For Captain James Arthur Stuart is not the commoner he has always believed himself to be, but
rather the scion of an obscure branch of the royal family, raised in ignorance of his true station.
Even more astonishing, the monarch-to-be does not merely share the name of the legendary
King of Summer--he is, in fact, King Arthur reborn!Claiming a throune, however, is one thing,
while holding it is quite another, as James--now ruling the land as Arthur II--turns to those most
beloved and most loyal for support, guidance, and assistance: his adored wife, Jennifer; his best
friend, Calum; and his enigmantic and mystical advisor, a certain Mr. Embries.. better known as
"Merlin." Their road will be rocky and perilous, and there are powerful enemies arrayed against
them--not only Prime Minister Waring and his ruthless political machine, but the forces of an
ancient, far more potent , destructive evil. For Arthur is not the only one who has returned--and



Merlin's magic is not the only sorcery that has survived the centuries.With Avalon, one of the
premier voices in the literature of the fantastic offers us an unparalleled adventure as replete
with bravery, treacher, romance, and magic as the beloved tales of the Table Round, yet cast in a
setting as recognizably real as that which surrounds us.--This text refers to an out of print or
unavailable edition of this title.About the AuthorStephen R. Lawhead is an internationally
acclaimed author of mythic history and imaginative fiction. His works include Byzantium and the
series The Pendragon Cycle, The Celtic Crusades, and The Song of Albion. Lawhead makes his
home in Austria with his wife.--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this
title.Book DescriptionA breathtaking future fantasy: as the British monarchy collapses, Arthur
returns to reclaim the throne. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From the
Inside FlapIt has been fortold: In the hour of Britain's greatest need, King Arthur will return to
rescue his people.In Portugal, the reprobate King Edward the Ninth has died by his own hand.In
England, a dark scenario conceived by the power-hungry Prime Minister, Thomas Waring, is
about to be realized: the total destruction of the British monarchy in the twenty-first century.And
in the Scottish Highlands, a mystical emissary named Mr. Embries--better known as Merlin--
informs a young captain that he is next in line to occupy the throne. For James Arthur Stuart is
not the commoner he has always believed himself to be--he is Arthur, the legendary King of
Summer, reborn. But the road to England's salvation is rocky and dangerous, with powerful
waiting to ambush: Waring and his ruthless political machine...and the agents of an ancient, far
more potent evil. For Arthur is not the only one who has returned from the mists of legend. And
Merlin's magic is not the only sorcery that has survived the centuries.--This text refers to an
alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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EpigraphThe Britons believe yet that Arthur is alive, and dwelleth in Avalun with the fairest of all
elves; and the Britons ever yet expect when Arthur shall return. Was never the man born, of ever
any lady chosen, that knoweth of the sooth, to say more of Arthur. But whilom was a sage hight
Merlin; he said with words—his sayings were sooth—that an Arthur should yet come to help the
English.—LAYMON, BRUT (CA. 1190)Yet some men say in many parts of England that King
Arthur is not dead, but had by the will of our Lord Jesu into another place; and men say that he
shall come again, and he shall win the Holy Cross. I will not say: here in this world he changed
his life. And many men say that there is written upon his tomb this verse: HIC JACET
ARTHURUS, REX QUONDAM, REX FUTURUS (Here lies Arthur, king once and king to be).—
MALORY, LE MORTE D’ARTHUR (CA. 1469)The throne of Britain shall become an iniquity to
the nation, and a reproach to the people, ere Arthur returns. But, when Avallon shall rise again in
Llyonesse, and the Thamesis reverse its course, then also shall Arthur take up the kingship of
his nation once more.—ANEIRIN, THE BLACK BOOK OF ANEIRIN (CA.
643)ContentsEpigraphProloguePart IChapter 1Chapter 2Chapter 3Chapter 4Chapter 5Chapter
6Chapter 7Chapter 8Chapter 9Part IIChapter 10Chapter 11Chapter 12Chapter 13Chapter
14Chapter 15Chapter 16Chapter 17Chapter 18Part IIIChapter 19Chapter 20Chapter 21Chapter
22Chapter 23Chapter 24Chapter 25Chapter 26Chapter 27Chapter 28Chapter 29Part IVChapter
30Chapter 31Chapter 32Chapter 33Chapter 34Chapter 35Chapter 36Chapter 37Chapter
38Chapter 39Part VChapter 40Chapter 41Chapter 42Chapter 43Chapter 44Chapter 45Chapter
46Chapter 47EpilogueAbout the AuthorPraiseOther Books by Stephen R.
LawheadCopyrightAbout the PublisherPrologueThe low red car skidded to a halt on the dusty
driveway outside the whitewashed villa. The driver unfolded himself from behind the wheel,
stepped out, and cast a lingering, if bleary, glance down the lush hillside at the red tile rooftops
and pale-blue swimming pools of Madeira’s elite.Above the quiet tick of the cooling engine and
the warm sea breeze rustling the dry palm fronds, Teddy imagined he could almost make out the
clink of ice in crystal glasses and the twittering voices of the buffed-and-polished hostesses
below as the evening’s social fandango began anew.Reaching back into the car, he withdrew a
nearly empty bottle of Jameson’s, unscrewed the cap, drained it, and flung the empty bottle into
the overgrown garden surrounding the sprawling house. He then turned and walked to the front
door and pushed it open. “Cozu!” he shouted as he stumbled into the cool marble-faced
foyer.There came the quick slap of tennis shoes on the stone, and a small, sallow-faced
Portuguese man in an oversized white jacket appeared in the arched doorway leading into the
rambling interior of the house.“Good h’evening, sir,” replied the manservant in heavily accented
English. “I trust sir has had a pleasant day.”“Tolerable, Cozu. Tolerable.” Teddy took a lurching
step towards the stairway. The servant quickly closed the door behind him. “The sea was a bit
rough beyond the point, so we stayed this side of the headland. Anything come for us
today?”“The package you were h’expecting arrived this morning, sir. I have placed it on the desk
in your study.”“Brilliant.” He shucked off his pale yellow windbreaker and pushed it at his servant.
He looked up at the wrought-iron sconces on the stuccoed walls and the scrollwork balustrade



along the upper gallery. Overpriced tack, he thought, not that he’d ever noticed before. Then
again, he was seeing a lot of things he’d never really seen before. “Any calls?”“Two phone calls,
sir. As requested, I have allowed the machine to answer. Miss Vierta rang to say that she is
staying in the town tonight. You are welcome to join her for a late dinner at her apartment.”“And
the other?”“It was the gentleman from the Foreign Office again—most insistent. I left both
messages on the answering machine.”Teddy nodded. “I’m going to take a shower.” He belched
and took hold of the banister as if to haul himself up the stairs hand over hand.“Will sir be dining
out this h’evening?”“No, sir will not be dining out. Sir is bloody knackered. Have cook send up a
tray. Bring me a bottle of champers—something decent for a change.” He started plodding up
the stairs. “Oh, and bring the package to my room.”“Certainly, sir.”Teddy dragged himself up the
curving stairway and paused at the door of his room, listening. How empty the place seemed
when Theresa was out. He shrugged and ambled into the spacious, high-ceilinged room, threw
off his clothes, and stalked naked into the bathroom where he took a long, hot shower, emerging
twenty minutes later in his favorite old white terry cloth bathrobe.Relaxed and much revived, he
drifted back into his bedroom to see that Cozu had already been and gone. His dirty clothes had
been removed, and a clean white shirt and khakis were laid out for the evening. The balcony
doors were open, and the glass-and-aluminum table prepared with a gleaming white cloth.
There was a sweating bucket beside the table, a crystal champagne flute on a tray in the center,
and a large parcel wrapped in brown paper to one side.Padding barefoot onto the balcony,
Teddy seized the dark-green bottle from the ice bucket and glanced approvingly at the pale
yellow-gold label as he poured his first glass. He collapsed into his chair, propped his feet on the
railing, and, raising his glass to the empty air, said, “Here’s to Mister Moët and Mister Chandon!”
He threw back his head and drank deeply, savoring the icy bite of the bubbles on his tongue.
“Ah! Many thanks, chaps.”Tossing down the rest of the glass, he quickly poured another; this one
he nursed, watching the last of the sunset as the colors faded into deepening shades of gray
and blue out over the bay. The air was warm and perfumed with the sweetly intoxicating scent of
wild gardenia. Below him, among the palms and bougainvillaea, the lights of the stylish villas
and verandas of Funchal were beginning to glimmer. The diamond-spangled hostesses were, he
imagined, wheeling out the hors d’oeuvres and dishing up the first juicy tidbits of what passed
for society gossip.He poured another glass of champagne, and felt the familiar glow rising from
stomach to head. “Where has that blasted Cozu got to?” he murmured.As if in answer to this
question, the servant knocked on the door and backed into the room carrying a covered tray. He
stepped silently around the table, placed the tray on the table, and made to remove the parcel.
“Leave it,” said Teddy, whereupon the manservant busied himself with the dishes. “Don’t bother,”
Teddy told him. “I’ll help myself when I’m ready.”“Of course, sir.” The butler straightened. “Will sir
require anything else?”“No, Cozu, sir does not require anything else but to be left bloody
alone.”“Very good, sir.” The servant inclined his head, bade his employer good night, and
departed, pulling the door shut after him.When he had gone, Teddy took the cover off the tray
and picked up a slice of cold smoked salmon with his fingers. He dangled it above his mouth,



dropped it in, and chewed thoughtfully. He slid another slice of salmon onto a triangle of buttered
brown bread, took a bite, and washed it down with icy champagne.Then, taking up the parcel,
he walked back into the bedroom, placed it on the bed, and unwrapped it. Under the plain paper
was a simple box of white cardboard. Teddy opened the box to see a handsome facsimile of
England’s royal crown, and a white envelope. Ignoring the envelope, he took the crown out of the
box and studied it more closely. The Star of Africa was zirconium, of course, and the crown itself
was gold-plated; but the trimming was real ermine, and the red velvet hand sewn. To the
untutored eye, it looked for all the world like the real thing. It ought to, he thought, it had cost
enough.Teddy lifted the crown and balanced it on his head. The weight of the piece made his
head slightly wobbly—that, and three glasses of champagne. Steadying himself, he picked up
his drink and walked to the mirror in the bathroom; he rubbed the steam from the glass with his
sleeve, let his robe drop to the floor, then stood back to regard himself.Beneath the crown was a
ruddy-faced, balding man with a receding chin, a bulbous nose, and a wattled neck running to
jowls; but his gray eyes looked out from under low, even brows, his teeth were straight, and his
skin nicely tanned from many idle days on his boat. Turning sideways he sucked in his stomach
and slapped his belly three times with a satisfied grunt. All in all, not bad for fifty-eight years, he
decided.He took another gulp of champagne and sauntered back into the bedroom, pausing at
his desk to tap a button on the answering machine. There was a beep; a woman’s voice drifted
airily into the room. “Teddy, where are you?” she spoke rapidly, her English lightly spiced with a
Portuguese lilt. “I haven’t seen you for days, darling. I meant to come up, but Amanda is in town
and I promised to have a drink with her. But do come down, my sweet. We’ll have a late supper,
just us two. I’ve got a bottle of your favorite brandy. Okay?” There came the sound of a doorbell
on the tape. “That’s Amanda. Gotta run. Kisses. Bye.”“You mean Armando, don’t you, love?” He
tapped the button again, and another voice came on—a man’s voice this time. It greeted him
coolly and identified itself as representing the Foreign Office, whereupon Teddy jabbed a
second button to cut it off. “Bastards,” he muttered; he had heard it all before.As the machine
rearmed its digital memory, Teddy dropped his hand to the center drawer of his desk, pulled it
open, and took out a brown wooden box. He wandered back onto the balcony, set the box on the
table, and drained his glass. He stood for a time, clutching the empty glass and staring out into
the gathering darkness.Coming to himself once more, he retrieved the bottle from the bucket
and ceremoniously emptied the remains of the bottle into his glass, spilling most of it over the
tablecloth. He then turned and heaved the empty bottle over the balcony. From the satisfying
crash that followed, he guessed he had hit his new Alpha Romeo Spider in the driveway
below.“C’est la vie,” he murmured, and sucked at the rim of his overflowing glass.He sat down
heavily, sloshing champagne onto his bare thighs. Setting his glass carefully on the table, he
brushed at the liquid and then took up the wooden box and placed it on his knees. He stared at
the box for a moment, then opened it and withdrew the small, silver-plated British service
revolver.He hefted the gun in his hand, turned it, and peered at the cylinder to make sure that
each chamber contained a bullet. He transferred the revolver to his left hand and took up his



glass with the right.“To England!” he growled, knocking back the champagne in a single gulp.
“Bloody England.”He gazed unhappily at the empty glass, then hurled that, too, over the balcony.
Reaching up, he straightened his crown. Then, pressing the muzzle of the revolver tightly against
his left temple, he gently squeezed the trigger and blew away the right side of his head.Part
IChapter 1Even as a child, James could remember feeling that some mysterious power held his
fate in strong, infallible hands. Perhaps a youth spent in the Highlands—where ghosts and Fair
Folk still haunt the hidden glens, and the quaint predictions of country sages and seers find
enthusiastic reception among the locals—had shaped him more than he imagined. Superstition
clings to the ancient hills like the gorse and heather, and it would be unusual indeed if an
impressionable youngster did not imbibe something of his surroundings.He did not ask for
second sight; he never sought it, but simply accepted it as a feature of his unique being. In time,
he learned that not everyone possessed the power of the fiosachd—Gaelic for “the knowing.” It
covers a range of subtle manifestations—some physical, some mental—which most people view
as extraordinary. As a child, however, James did not think himself unusual; he merely considered
his gift a sign intended to confirm his special existence. Children are self-absorbed creatures,
true enough, yet many was the time he had dreamed of greatness. Many was the time he had
awakened in the night to the knowledge that his soul was destined for a higher purpose.Of
course, every child entertains similar thoughts of grandeur. Growing up, however, dulls the
secret insistence; life’s harsher lessons teach us we are not so special after all. Sooner or later,
we arrive at the cold realization that we will never be the first astronaut to set foot on Mars; we
will not be the doctor whose miracle cure rids the world of cancer; we will not win fame and
fortune and the eternal adoration of the masses through the wondrous artistry of our writing,
singing, or acting.Despite this—despite all evidence to the contrary—James never outgrew his
belief that something amazing would happen to him one day. Although he did come to
understand the natural limitations of circumstance, and the extreme randomness of opportunity,
deep in his inmost being the belief in his own particular destiny doggedly persisted. Like the
fiosachd, he was born with it, and it never deserted him. He had always known his life would end
in one of two ways: triumph or tragedy. One or the other, but nothing less.This produced a
curious bravado. Once, when as a freshly commissioned officer with the UN peacekeeping force
in Afghanistan, Captain Stuart was leading his small company of men down one of the many
shattered streets of Kabul, the fiosachd began jangling like crazy. He recognized this as its usual
manifestation—a sharp tingling or squirming sensation on the back of his neck or down between
his shoulder blades—and by it he knew, as the company approached a deserted intersection,
that they would be ambushed by snipers. The flesh between his shoulder blades began
twitching, and in his mind’s eye he saw, as if in the very room with them, six black-turbaned
rebels crouching at the windows of a bombed-out apartment block across the street.He halted
the company, chose two men to help him reconnoiter, and the three of them circled around and
came into the building from the back. They climbed three floors up a mangled fire escape and
crept down a blackened hallway to the room where James knew he would find the rebels.



Without the slightest hesitation, he put his hand to the doorknob, pushed open the door, and
strode into the room, demanding their surrender.The six snipers were so surprised, they threw
down their rifles and gave themselves up without protest. James’ men were likewise amazed;
afterwards they made out that he was the fearless hero—a latter-day John Wayne beating back
a war party of bloodthirsty Apaches with bare hands and a rifle butt. He won a commendation for
saving the lives of a dozen men that day and capturing a valuable rebel cell without firing a
shot.He was also given a citation for valor—a fine gesture but one James felt superfluous.
Although, as a career officer, he recognized the tremendous risk—of all the possible outcomes
of such an action, the one actually resulting was the least likely—he knew in his bones it was not
courage that had sustained him but simple conviction: he knew what lay behind the door and,
just as surely, he knew his life would not end in that room.Even James—who understood better
than anyone else the peculiarities of his special gift—accepted the extreme improbability of his
childhood intimations of greatness ever coming to fruition. After all, it is one thing to pretend
oneself a prince or a pirate; but who, in all sanity, could imagine—much less orchestrate—the
extraordinary interplay of incident and accident, chance and serendipity, as well as the immense
complexity of enterprise needed to make such a pretense possible in reality?That this dream
should become solid waking reality seemed no less incredible to James than it would have to
anyone else. Although he experienced it daily, he did not pretend to fathom it. If pressed for an
explanation, he would only shake his head and say that there were forces in this universe which
even the most gifted among us apprehend but dimly…and the rest of us not at all.Privately,
however, deep in his secret heart, he thought that if there was a higher power at work in the
world, shaping men to its purpose, then might we not apprehend it in action from time to time?
And if so, might not that action look suspiciously like destiny?Like everyone else in Britain,
James learned of the King’s death from television. It was a cold Thursday night in November,
and he was at the Pipe & Drum with Calum and Douglas, watching Hearts in action against
Celtic on big-screen TV. Aberdeen was down by one and mounting an attack in the closing
seconds of the first half when the picture blanked and a Stand By sign flashed on.“Hey!” shouted
Cal—and half the pub with him. “Bring back the football!”While the pub crowd was moaning
about the interruption, the face of newsreader Jonathan Trent suddenly appeared. “We interrupt
this broadcast,” he said, “to bring you a special news bulletin.”“Turn it up!” shouted someone from
the back.“Shut up, and you’ll hear it!”“Listen!” hissed the crowd.“The King is dead,” intoned
Jonathan Trent. “I repeat: Edward the Ninth, King of England, is dead. Turning to our
correspondent, Kevin Clark, on the Portuguese island of Madeira, we bring you this report.”The
announcement sent a rumble through the room. “Well, I’ll be…Did you hear that?” asked
Calum.“I can’t hear a thing,” James complained.Instantly, the scene changed to a fresh-faced
Kevin Clark, holding a microphone and pressing his left palm against his ear. He was standing in
front of a large, modern-looking building in the dark, and he was saying, “I am here outside the
Hospital Assunção, the medical facility where the body of the King was taken earlier this evening
—about eight o’clock unofficially—by ambulance from his villa in Funchal. Initial reports, yet to



be confirmed, indicate that the King suffered gunshot wounds and was pronounced dead on
arrival in the trauma room.”“I’ll be…“whispered Douglas. “The old bastard really is dead.”“It is not
known at this hour,” continued the foreign correspondent, “the circumstances surrounding the
incident. I am told the Portuguese authorities have mounted a preliminary investigation, and we
expect to be issued a report within the hour.”The scene switched back to Jonathan Trent in the
London studio. “Thank you, Kevin. Can you tell us the reaction of the British Consul in
Madeira?”“I can indeed, Jonathan,” replied Kevin with suitable gravity. “The consulate staff is, of
course, well aware of the implications of this tragic event, and are extending their full cooperation
to the authorities to aid in the investigation. I have been told that the Consul has been in contact
with Number Ten, and that a statement will be issued by the Prime Minister. We have not been
privy to the—”“I’ll have to stop you there, Kevin,” said Jonathan Trent, breaking in, “but it looks
like that statement is about to be made. We go now to Ronald Metcalf at Number Ten Downing
Street.”The screen changed to a man in a trench coat with his collar up, standing hunch-
shouldered outside a rain-streaked Georgian town house. Television lights lit up the night,
glaring off the familiar black-enameled door. Policemen formed a cordon behind the press and
television reporters, all of whom were jostling for better position.“We have just received word that
the Prime Minister is about to make a statement,” Ronald Metcalf informed the viewers.“Tell us
something we don’t bloody know already!” shouted someone from the back of the pub—who
was in turn shouted down by those around him.James found himself leaning forward to hear
what was being said.“It could be any moment…. We are waiting for…there—it looks as if the
Prime Minister is coming out now.”The picture shifted to the front entrance as the shiny black
door opened and Prime Minister Thomas Waring emerged, looking distinctly grave and
concerned, his compact, athletic form severe in a close-tailored black suit and deep blue tie.
Accompanied by a swarm of aides, one of whom held an umbrella over his boss’s head, the
Prime Minister paused to allow the pressmen a photo opportunity. Then, disdaining the offered
umbrella, he braved the drizzle and walked quickly towards the bank of microphones to the
staccato click of camera shutters and the strobelike bursts of their flashes.Stepping before the
massed mikes, he looked at the paper in his hand, waiting for the buzz to quiet down. When he
sensed the moment was right, he raised his head and, in solemn, subdued tones, said, “I have
prepared a brief announcement.”He paused, swallowed, and began reading. “A little over an
hour ago, the Home Office confirmed the report that the King of England was found grievously
wounded at his villa in Madeira and rushed to hospital where he was pronounced dead at eight
twenty-seven Greenwich Mean Time. Official cause of death is yet to be determined, but
preliminary reports indicate that Edward succumbed to a head wound caused by gunshots.”The
Prime Minister raised his head slowly. “As Prime Minister, I wish, on behalf of the nation, to
extend condolences to the members of the monarch’s surviving family, his many friends, and
well-wishers the world over. Obviously, our thoughts and sympathies are with them in this time of
grief. I have nothing more to say.” He made to step away from the microphones.At this, the
journalists unleashed a volley of questions at the retreating politician. “Mr. Waring! One question,



Prime Minister!” shouted someone over the rest of the pack. “You said gunshots—was it murder
or suicide?”The Prime Minister hesitated, then returned to the microphone. “The Portuguese
authorities are conducting an investigation. To offer any speculation now would be highly
inappropriate. Thank you.”He turned away and started back to Number Ten.“Where does this
leave your Magna Carta scheme?” another journalist shouted.The Prime Minister turned his face
towards the camera but kept walking. “Not now,” Waring replied. “I have said all I have to say this
evening. I will be making an announcement in Parliament tomorrow. Thank you.” He disappeared
through the crush of his aides and bodyguards; the door opened before him, and he ducked
quickly inside.A rare silence descended upon the Pipe & Drum—a spontaneous reverence for
the passing of the nation’s monarch. Not so much the man, James thought, as for the monarchy
itself. Ready Teddy had not been a particularly sparkling example of modern sovereignty.In
common with some few of his predecessors, Edward IX was a wastrel and a womanizer, as
often as not dragging his reign through the muck with his lascivious shenanigans. Twice he had
been named corespondent in scandalous divorces, and he had once come within a hair’s
breadth of being indicted for embezzling funds from a business venture in which he was a
partner. His driving license was in a permanent state of revocation, and he owed huge sums of
money to the banks of several countries. He spent far more time at his various properties abroad
than he ever did at home—although he still opened Parliament and the racing season, and he
was widely quoted as saying he wished he had inherited the crown of Spain because the food
was better and weather did not impede one’s golf game.Magna Carta II made all this more or
less irrelevant. A misnomer, to be sure, the term was a journalistic tag attached to the movement
to dissolve the monarchy of Britain. Whereas the original Great Charter established the rule of
law and curtailed the power of the monarch, Magna Carta II aimed to abolish both sovereign and
sovereignty altogether.The scheme featured a series of closely orchestrated phases, each
linking a referendum to the necessary legislation. Four times the Government had consulted the
people and, four times, passed laws that moved the country ever closer to the final Act of
Dissolution.Introduced by Parliament several years ago, the devolution process had been quietly
and systematically working its way through its various stages, beginning with a few slight
changes in the British Constitution and a moderate government reorganization which, among
other things, abolished the House of Lords. Social reform eliminated all honors, titles, and other
lingering vestiges of inherited privilege, while long-anticipated tax reform brought royal lands
under the heavy thumb of the Inland Revenue, thereby producing the desired effect of pricing
the nobility out of the market.No government could have pursued such drastic, sweeping
measures without the sanction of the British people. Years of wretched excess and royal
disgrace had soured public opinion to the point that no one cared anymore. Whatever legacy of
loyalty the House of Windsor had built up over the years had been squandered by the latest run
of rakish incumbents. Not to put too fine a point on it, the weak-willed, petty-minded monarchs
had brought about their own demise. Thus, when Magna Carta II was launched, most people
thought it was high time to dump the whole stinking lot.James never learned who won the



football game that night, for the normal schedule of programs was abandoned and there
followed a rambling, catch-as-catch-can obituarial documentary on the sad life of the sorry King,
interspersed with continuous late-breaking bulletins which added nothing to the fact already
evidenced: that the King was dead indeed.“Oh, come on,” growled Cal after a while. “It’s not like
he’s going to be missed. The man was no Mother Teresa.”James had known Calum McKay
since the day his family moved onto the Blair Morven estate. Cal’s father had been hired as
gamekeeper to help James’ father, who was managing more and more of the estate, and
suddenly James had a new friend. Two wild young bucks, they had gone through school
together, skipping classes at every opportunity to ride ponies and go hunting and fishing. Loyal,
irritating, diverting, and exasperating—Cal was the brother James’ parents never got around to
giving him.Douglas Charmichael was also a long-time friend, and the three of them, bachelors
all, often met of an evening at the Pipe & Drum for a pint and a little football. Like everyone else
that night, they sat and absorbed the shocking news. For, whatever a person might think of
Edward the man, and in spite of the inevitability of Magna Carta II, the nation was confronted
that night with the end of a long history of monarchical rule, and that was something that could
not be digested in the space of a sound bite.Quickly bored with the unenlightening coverage of
what was already being termed the National Tragedy and since football was not going to return,
Gordon, the landlord, switched off the TV, and James braved the crush at the bar to fetch the
table another round. “Good day on the moors?” Douglas was asking Cal when he returned with
the drinks.“Oh, aye, good enough. We let one real trophy get away, and two others bolted before
we could get close. But the punters seemed happy enough. They each got a kill—that’s what
matters.”“Who’ve you got this week?” James asked, handing the drinks around.“A couple of flash
solicitors all the way up from London-town.” Calum accepted his pint. “Ta, Jimmy.”“Don’t talk to
me about solicitors,” James grumbled. “I’ve spent most of the day with them, and I’ve got a
mountain of stuff to plow through tonight.”“These are a right pair, I’ll tell you,” Cal continued
blithely. “Think they’re on safari. Matching macs and field glasses, designer sunglasses on little
strings around their necks, and silver whisky flasks in their plus fours. They’re driving a purple
Range Rover, for cryin’ out loud, with tinted windows, bull bars, and state-of-the-art audio.”“It’s
parked outside,” Douglas informed him, taking a sip from the foaming pint. “I saw it when I came
in.”Cal glanced guiltily around the room. “I don’t see ’em—must be in the dining room,” he
concluded. “You should ha’ seen the two of them when the first stag came charging over the hill
this morning—almost wet themselves trying to get a shot off.” He chuckled. “Oh, they’re all right, I
suppose. A bit toff, but good tippers. They’ve been up before.” He took a long pull on his pint, and
then shook his head. “Man, how about that King, eh? What a sorry end to the whole rotten
business.”They drank in silent agreement, each deep in his own thoughts. Then Douglas
suggested, “We should go out some weekend. Just the three of us. It would be like old
times.”“Sure,” allowed Cal diffidently. “Maybe after Christmas.”“After Christmas maybe,” James
agreed.Cal and James both knew, if Dougie didn’t, that it was far too likely that there would be
no more hunting on the estate; by Christmas the Duke’s will would be probated, Cal would be out



of a job, and James’ erstwhile inheritance would be swallowed by an Australian development
consortium—the very reason James had spent yet another day in Braemar with the solicitors,
trying to hold on to the little piece of the estate his parents thought they had left him.The pub’s
atmosphere had become truly grim, and then somebody called for some music, so Gordon fired
up his overtaxed stereo with his favorite old Gerry Rafferty tune, loud and thrumming. James put
his glass down and stood. “Well, that’s me gone. See you, Cal. See you, Dougie.”“Hey, don’t go,”
said Douglas. “It’s my turn next.”“Late night tonight and early day tomorrow.” He stepped away
from the table, said cheerio to Gordon, and started for the door.“See you, James,” called
Dougie.“Give Jenny my love,” added Cal; he pursed his lips in a pantomime kiss.“Try not to let
the lawyers shoot you,” James answered over the guitars and drums.Outside, he took a deep
breath, tasting the peaty smoke from the hearth fire as it curled on the breeze. The lights from
inside gleamed pale and yellow like warm butter, pooling in the puddles on the rain-soaked
pavement in front of the pub. The music was almost as loud outside as in, and he walked across
the parking lot singing to himself, “‘That’s the way it always starts…’”He climbed into his dad’s
battered old blue Land Rover, frowning at the box of files and documents on the passenger seat,
switched on the ignition, and drove from the parking lot. He passed quickly through Braemar—it
was quiet, deserted: the townfolk glued to their TV sets—and turned east onto the old military
road.The drizzle had lifted and the rain clouds were dispersing on a quickening west wind. A few
stars were shining through the gaps in the clouds, and a bright slice of moon was rising in the
east. It would be a fine crisp night, he thought, and his mind drifted naturally to Jenny. Cal’s
gentle needling put him in the mood, and he suddenly wished she were there beside him. In the
same instant, a pang of guilt shot through him as he remembered he had not called her for a
week or more. Now that he had the whole of the Blair Morven estate to look after, he could not
see her as often as he would have liked. He resolved to call her as soon as he got
home.Crossing the Invercauld Bridge, James headed for Glen Morven and his cottage above
Old Blair. He drove on, eventually coming to the scattering of farmhouses known as Alltdourie; it
was just after passing the last house before entering the estate that he saw the spark of light
flare from the top of a hill through the trees.His first thought was that it was just the moonlight
hitting something—the windscreen of a car maybe. On second thought, he considered that
highly unlikely, and so slowed down for a better look. By the time he came in sight of the hill
again, the glinting spark had become the glimmering glow of a fire.James slowed and cranked
down the window. The fire surmounted the top of broad, bald-topped Weem Hill. He knew the
countryside well; the estate was seamed through with nature trails—and Weem Hill, a mile more
or less from the road, was one hikers particularly enjoyed. He continued on slowly until he came
upon a plum-colored Range Rover parked on the mossy shoulder of the road.“I better go see
what the city boys are up to,” he muttered, rolling to a stop behind the expensive vehicle.Pulling
his jacket from the backseat, he shrugged into it, then reached into the glove box for a flashlight,
which he tapped against his palm a few times before switching it on. He walked to the other
vehicle and shined a beam in the driver’s window. The interior was spotless; the doors were



locked.He turned towards the fire. Two lower hills stood between him and the blaze; it would
mean a slog over rough wet ground in the dark. James sighed, zipped up his coat, and leaped
the ditch. On the other side, he put his hand to the fence post atop the bank, vaulted over the top
wire of the fence, and struck off along the rising slope towards the shimmering light on the far
hilltop.Reaching the crest of the first hill, he stopped to survey the situation. The fire still burned
as brightly as before, but, try as he might, he could not make out any movement around the
perimeter of the blaze. He moved on, descending quickly to the valley floor, jumping the stream
at the bottom, and starting up the long slope of the next hill.It was a good steady climb, and he
soon warmed to the exercise; his breath came in gasps that sent puffs of steam rolling on the
cold air, and sweat beaded on his forehead to drip down the side of his face. After a day spent in
a lengthy, largely pointless meeting with his solicitor in town, it felt good to exert himself a
little.James slowed his pace as he neared the crest of the next hill, and dropped down low. The
fire burned hot and bright—a proper Bonfire Night conflagration of heaped scrap wood and
shipping pallets—but there seemed to be no one around. He saw no sign of the London lawyers
whose car was parked on the road, and wondered where they could have gotten to.He changed
course, moving across the face of the slope so that he would come upon the fire from the side.
Just before reaching the crest of the hill, he stopped and crouched down. He listened. The
rippling flutter of the bonfire flames, fanned by the gusting wind and punctuated by the gunfire-
sharp crack of wet wood, were the only sounds to be heard.Rising up slowly, he peered over the
top of the hill towards the fire. There was no one around. He moved closer— and had taken no
more than half a dozen steps when the hair on the back of his neck prickled.James halted in
midstep, the fiosachd jangling; the skin between his shoulder blades quivered. Someone was
there, after all.Chapter 2James moved closer, feeling the heat blast of flames on his face and
hands as he mounted the hilltop. He stood for a moment, and then walked slowly around the
perimeter of the fire, the flesh between his shoulder blades squirming with the certainty that he
was being watched.“You might as well show yourself,” he called loudly to the night. “I know you’re
hiding here somewhere. Come out.”He waited. The wind rippled the flames ominously, but that
was all.“I’m not leaving until you come out,” he said, his voice loud over the sound of the fire. “So
you might as well save us both some time and—”“I am here. No need to shout.”The voice
startled him. It came so clear and close, he whirled around—half expecting to see a thug with a
high-powered rifle trained on him.Instead, James saw a white-haired man dressed all in black
feathers. He clutched an old-fashioned horn-tipped shepherd’s crook of the kind sold in tourist
shops north of the border. He stood not a dozen paces away, stock-still, as if he had materialized
out of thin air or the hill itself had opened and disgorged him whole.The stranger made no move,
but watched James with an intense and penetrating gaze, keen eyes glinting strangely in the
shimmering light of the blaze, looking for all the world like a great bird of prey—a hawk about to
take to the skies.Uncertain what to do, James simply stood and let him get a good look. After a
moment, the old man’s lips formed a thin, ghostly smile, and he stepped nearer. James saw then
that what he had taken for feathers was, in fact, a long, dark capelike cloak, worn to rags so that



it fluttered in the wind. The man’s staff, though, was no tourist tat; it was the real thing: a stout
length of shaped and polished oak topped with a ram’s horn which had been carved with an
intricate Celtic knotwork pattern and inlaid with silver. It looked old as Moses to James, who
thought that it, like its owner, probably belonged in a museum.“Welcome,” said the stranger,
coming to stand before him. “I have been waiting for you, Mr. Stuart.”Until the man spoke, James
felt as if he were gazing at an apparition—and must have appeared mildly alarmed by the
outlandish encounter, for reassurance quickly followed. “Relax,” the man said, his voice almost
fatherly. “No harm will come to you. I only want to talk.”“Did you start this fire?” James asked.“I
did. To summon you.”“Summon me,” James repeated flatly. “Why would you want to do that?”The
man stepped closer, his eyes shining in the light of the fire. “As I have already said: I wanted to
talk to you.”“I have a phone.”“Shall we sit?” He put out his hand, indicating two lumps of rock a
few steps away.The stranger brushed past, and James caught the scent of damp moss and peat
smoke—an ancient scent, as old as the hill themselves.The stranger settled himself onto one of
the stones, resting the elaborate crook across his lap. James made no move to join him.“Do I
know you?” he asked, unable to keep the edgy suspicion out of his voice. For, in spite of the
unassailable certainty that he had never laid eyes on the old gent before, a distinct aura of
familiarity clung to him—he seemed to exude it, like heat from a hearth fire.“Let us say that I
know you.”“Have we ever met?”The old gentleman hesitated—not as one contemplating a lie but
as if he were gauging how much to reveal. “Strictly speaking, no.”“Then who the hell are you?”
James demanded, more strongly than he felt. The stranger’s manner, though intriguing, was
beginning to irritate him. James wanted straight answers. “And why are you skulking around
these hills at night?”“I thought our first meeting should be”—the old gent paused, searching for
the right words—“dramatic, let us say. Unforgettable.”“Are you crazy?” James asked.“Come and
sit.” The old man again indicated the stone beside him, and James relented.“Look,” he said,
moving nearer, “I don’t know who you think you are, but—”“Shh!” The man raised a long finger to
his lips and cut him off. “We have much to discuss but little time. It would be best if you would just
listen and try very hard not to interrupt. Agreed?” He turned his strange hooded eyes towards
James, who dutifully sat down beside him. “That’s better.”The old man cocked his head to one
side, as if listening to something or someone James could not hear. After a moment, he said,
“Uaimh Hill—the Hollow Hill, entrance to the Otherworld. Aptly named, don’t you think?”“Who
are you?” James asked again.“Names can be confusing,” the old fellow replied, “and I have so
many.”“Pick one.”He gave out a dry chuckle. “You are not afraid of me. Good.” He turned his face
to the leaping flames and said, “Call me Embries. That will do until we get to know each other
better.”“All right, Mr. Embries. Suppose you tell me what you’re doing out here setting fire to the
hills.”“This is not the first beacon fire this hill has seen—far from it. The estate down there”—he
gestured towards the castle grounds lost in the dark distance—“have you ever wondered why
they call it Blair Morven?”“Is that important?”“It is the site of an ancient battlefield,” the old man
replied. “Many good men hallowed that ground with their blood.” The way he said it made James
think he was actually remembering the battle as he spoke—all the more since Embries seemed



to lose touch with his surroundings for a moment. His eyes lost focus as he gazed into the fire,
and his lips moved slightly. The moment passed, and he came to himself again.“That was a long
time ago,” Embries said somewhat wistfully, then added, “but the land remembers.”Turning once
more to the young man beside him, he said, “I know something that will be of use to you in your
fight to save the estate, Captain Stuart.”His use of the old rank sent a quiver of recognition
through James, who dismissed it saying, “I’m not in the army anymore.”“No, not anymore. But
once a soldier…eh?” He smiled his ghostly smile.“How do you know about my legal problems?”
James asked, and then considered that almost everyone hereabouts knew about the trouble he
was having holding on to the estate—at least, that part of the estate which had been given to his
parents by the late Duke of Morven.“I know you stand to inherit the gillie’s lodge and two
hundred acres of good meadow and pine forest if the adjudication upholds your claim.”“You’re
not a solicitor, are you?”“I have been many things,” the stranger answered. Again James got the
distinct impression the man was immensely older than he seemed. “But I think I would
remember if I was ever a solicitor.” He shook his head slowly, almost wearily. “No, no, I’m not a
lawyer of any stripe. I am simply what one might call a student of the land.”“What do you know
that could help me?”The old man’s eyes flicked towards him. “Ah”—he smiled quickly—“you are
a practical man. I like that. I like that very much. We shall get on well together, I think.”“I’m
waiting.”“I think I can convince the proper authorities of the truth of your right to the
estate.”James stared at the strange man beside him. As ludicrous as the claim sounded, it was
said with such authority he believed Embries completely. “I can’t pay you,” he told him. “Legal
fees are costing me an arm and a leg as it is.”“Then I will make a bargain with you,” Embries said.
“I will help you with your problem, and you will help me with a little problem of my own.”“But
you’re not going to tell me what that is, right?”“Not just yet.”James frowned. “How did I know you
were going to say that?”“It is not a trap, I assure you. A bargain in good faith. It just so happens I
cannot tell you any more until you know me better.”“Why?”“Because I greatly fear you would not
believe me.”“I don’t believe you anyway, so you might as well tell me now.”Embries laughed, and
it seemed to James the old fellow had not laughed in a long, long time. “No, my friend,” he
remarked, “that would not be bargaining in good faith.”“You’ve got to give me something to go
on.”“Very well,” the old man conceded. “I will tell you this much: your affairs and mine are much
more closely linked than you might imagine.”“Don’t tell me you have a claim on the estate,
too.”“No.” Embries shook his head. “The estate is yours. Never doubt it.”“Thanks.”“All of it, I mean.
The entire estate—not just the two hundred acres bequeathed to your father. Blair Morven
belongs to you, James Stuart, to you alone. The castle and outbuildings, the timber plantation,
all the houses and cottages, the farms, the loch, the church, the family treasures—art, silver, and
furniture. Everything. It is all yours.”“In my dreams.”“In reality.”James regarded the old man beside
him. What in God’s name, he wondered, was he doing sitting out on a windy hilltop in the dead of
night talking nonsense with a half-crazy tramp?Fascinating as it all was, the game, whatever it
might be, had worn James’ patience thin. He stood. “It’s been interesting. Fascinating,” he said
contemptuously. “Thanks for the information. I’d love to stay and chat; I really would. But I’ve got



chores in the morning, and—gosh, is that the time?—I must be going. Mind you don’t trip over
your cape on the way home.”“Silence!” hissed the old man. The whole world recoiled at the
intensity of the command. Even the beacon fire obeyed; the flames dimmed, as if shrinking
inward upon themselves.Embries stood, rising from the rock as if he were an angry god about to
blast an irksome mortal with a thunderbolt. He shook back his tattered cloak, and James could
have sworn he heard the ruffled clap of raven’s wings. The old man stepped nearer and seemed
to grow taller with each step; his narrowed eyes took on a cold, forbidding aspect.It seemed to
James that the years, which had clung so tightly to the old fellow’s frame, simply fell away and
that he was staring into the face of a man who, while not exactly young, could not be called
elderly. Despite the white hair, the eyes that held his were sharp as blades, undimmed by age or
time—beyond both age and time—wary, worldly, and wise. What is more, they had become an
unnatural shade of gold, like a wolf’s eyes or those of a hawk.Raising the crook in his hand,
Embries made a swirling gesture in the air. The wind answered the motion with a gust which
fluttered the flames and sent smoke billowing over them both. James smelled it—and was once
more a soldier, standing on a hilltop with smoke in his nostrils and a weapon clutched tightly in
his hand.“I will not be mocked!” Embries spat.James stared in dread fascination at the
transformed visage before him. In it, he saw the same primitive wildness he had seen once or
twice in the faces of the Afghan rebels he had captured and interrogated. Whatever else he was,
the man before him was as much a zealot as any of them, James thought, and probably just as
deranged.“Think me a fool. Think me mad. Think what you will, but never mock me.”“I’m sorry,”
James blurted. The apology was genuine. “But you have to admit this is more than a little crazy. I
mean”—he flapped a hand vaguely at their surroundings—“all this.”“If all this troubles you, when
next we meet it will be in more conventional surroundings,” Embries assured him tartly. His voice
had lost none of its bitter edge. “Good night, Captain Stuart.”Embries turned and began walking
away down the hill, leaving James staring after him.“Look, let’s walk back to the road together,”
James called. “You can’t go wandering around out here at night—it’s dangerous. You could fall
and break your neck or something, and—”He closed his mouth. He was talking to himself.
Embries had already disappeared.James legged it back to the highway and found his vehicle as
he had left it. The plum-colored Range Rover was gone, however, and there were no lights to be
seen on the road in either direction. He looked back at the hilltop. The beacon fire had dwindled
to a mere ruddy glow of embers, and even that was quickly fading.It started to rain as James
climbed into his car. He flipped the key in the ignition, gunned the engine to life, and switched on
the headlights and windscreen wipers. As he did so, he noticed a small white card stuck under
the blade on the driver’s side. He opened the door, reached around, and retrieved the card. It
read simply M. EMBRIES, and gave a London telephone number.Shoving the card into his
jacket pocket, he executed a two-point turn in the middle of the road and rattled off into the night.
All the way home he could not help thinking, What if the old bird is right? Impossible as it seems,
what if Blair Morven really does belong to me?Chapter 3What a night, James thought wearily as
his vehicle rolled to a stop on the gravel drive behind Glen Slugain Lodge. The old gillie’s cottage



—which he was desperately trying to keep from being swallowed up along with the rest of the
late Duke’s much-disputed estate—was his home. As he got out of the vehicle, his eye fell on the
cardboard box containing his all-but-forgotten night’s work.“No rest for the weary,” he sighed,
then retrieved the box and entered the back door of the cottage, passing through the short
entryway and into the kitchen. He dumped the case on the kitchen table, and stood for a
moment, glaring at it, strongly tempted to forget the whole thing and call it a day.He could call
the solicitor in the morning, he thought, and plead for another day to sort through the files. In light
of the National Tragedy and all, Hobbs would probably understand. Then again, since James
had begged Hobbs to get him the files in the first place and everyone was doing him a huge
favor just to let him have them overnight, he decided he’d better give them a quick glance, at
least.Slipping off his jacket, he made himself a big mug of strong instant coffee, dragged out a
chair, and sat down. Drawing the box across the table, he untied the string and lifted off the lid.
Inside were assorted files, legal envelopes, official-looking documents bound in black ribbon, a
faded green accounts book, and various paper-clipped bundles of papers—all of which he had
to examine in the hope of turning up a scrap of evidence which would help establish his claim to
the lodge and land.The problem, as James had come to understand it, was that the Duke of
Morven—not the one who had recently died in Australia but the one his father had served: the
one who had given the property to James’ parents in recognition of his father’s service as
gamekeeper and factotum—had made application for a transfer of property but had somehow
neglected to deed it properly. The old Duke died intestate, and the estate passed to an ailing
Aussie cousin who had no interest in it and in fact had never once bothered to come and see the
place.Unfortunately, this elderly cousin had passed away in Sydney, and before clear lines of
ownership of the lodge property could be established, James’ parents had also died—within a
fortnight of each other. To complicate matters further, the Australian cousin’s holdings had fallen
to a consortium of property speculators who had hired a development firm to press forward their
plan for transforming Blair Morven into a retirement spa and golf condominium resort for well-
heeled oldsters.This was a gross oversimplification of the problem, to be sure. Indeed, the whole
thing had become so tangled in legal obscurities involving the two countries that even the
Aberdeen firm of solicitors which had handled the old Duke’s affairs for five generations
confessed bafflement. On the off chance that some small but highly significant fact was being
overlooked, James had implored them for a last trawl through their archives—the results of
which had produced the assortment of documents before him.He picked up a paper-clipped
bundle, slipped off the clip, and unfolded the first page; it was an old grant of fishing rights
pertaining to the River Dee which ran through part of the estate. Glancing at the signatures, he
recognized his father’s tight scrawl. As gillie—that peculiarly Scottish blend of manservant,
guide, and gamekeeper which had evolved over time into the position of estate foreman—his
father had signed many of these sorts of things: bills, applications, letters, and such, dealing with
the day-to-day affairs of Blair Morven.Tossing the first bundle aside, he picked up another and
opened it. After a cursory glance, he took up three or four others and flipped through them. They



were a collection of affidavits and warrants, written in obscure legalese, regarding a series of
surveys of the property which had been carried out long ago when the old Duke had applied for
a permit to grow and export timber.Next was a brown cardboard file folder full of letters—all of
them from various tenants discussing changes in the rent, requesting new machinery or fencing,
and similar concerns. Other than the cost of rental property three and four decades ago, James
learned nothing to his advantage and quickly added the folder to the stack.He picked up the
accounts book and discovered that it was not, as the printed cover professed, a record of rents
and expenses: it was a shooting diary. Every organized hunting trip that had taken place on the
estate for twenty years had been documented: not only how many deer were shot but also each
hare, fox, and squirrel, each pheasant, quail, grouse, and dove…as well as the location, the
weather conditions—strong breeze out of the northeast, dry; or, no wind, mist, and light rain—
and the names of the people making up the shooting party. Each entry, and there were
hundreds, was recorded in the same neat hand—a woman’s, he thought—which seemed odd:
ordinarily, it would have been the gillie’s job to keep such a journal for the laird.Engrossing as it
was, James saw nothing in the book of remote help to him now, so he chucked it onto the
growing heap with the hopeless feeling that this was indeed going to take all night and that he
might as well get some sleep and call the office in the morning. As he reached to scoop up the
pile and put it back in the box, he happened to glimpse the edge of a photograph protruding
from the pages of the accounts book he had just discarded.Opening the book, he slid out the
photo. It was a picture of one of the Duke’s shooting parties. In it, six men posed behind four deer
and several dozen hare arrayed before them on the ground; three of the men knelt to hold up the
heads of the deer, and the remaining three stood behind them with their hunting rifles slung over
their arms. One of the men holding a rifle was James’ father, the other was the old Duke himself,
and between them was the man James knew as Embries.In his surprise, he almost dropped the
book. Gripping the photo as if it might escape, he brought it nearer to his face. There was no
doubt whatever—the same tall, almost gaunt physique, the same stark white hair, the same long-
fingered hands and pale eyes staring out from the glossy scrap of paper—it was the man he had
met on the hilltop little more than an hour ago.The uncanny coincidence gave James a queer
feeling in the pit of his stomach; he reached for his coffee and took another drink, wishing it were
whisky instead. The photo was old. Judging from the youthful appearance of the Duke and his
father it was twenty-five years old at least, maybe even thirty, yet Embries appeared not to have
aged a whit in the intervening years.James opened the accounts book to the page where he’d
found the photo, and saw an entry from 17 October. It informed him that on a warm, partly sunny
day with the wind gusting ten to twenty miles per hour out of the northwest, four deer and twenty-
seven hare had been killed by six men: Sir Cameron Campbell; Sir Herbert Fitzroy; Dr. Stephen
Harms; his father, John Stuart; Duke Robert himself; and one listed only as M.
Embries.Remembering the business card he had retrieved from the windscreen, he reached
over and dug it out of the pocket of his jacket. He stared at the name…Embries. An unusual
name—at least, unusual enough for there to be no mistaking that, appearances aside, the man



he had met on the hilltop and the man in the photograph were one and the same.Intrigued now,
his senses quickened by an immediate adrenaline rush, he carefully put the accounts book to
one side and placed the photo and card atop it. He dug into the box again and brought out
another sheaf of bound documents, untied them, and spread them out. It was a jumble of bits
and pieces the like of which petty officials everywhere revel in: an old tax notice; a quitclaim for a
highway widening scheme; an application for a firearm permit; his father’s discharge papers from
his old regiment, the King’s Own Royal Highlanders. Stapled to this last was a brittle, faded copy
of a medical form filled out in John Stuart’s name, listing such things as eyesight, vaccinations,
and blood type. James glanced quickly at the other documents, which contained equally
mundane and uninteresting information, and impatiently swept them aside.Two hours later, after
turning up nothing more helpful than a copy of the Duke’s last driving license, James gave up
and packed it in. He shoved back from the table in weary disappointment and glanced up at the
clock above the stove. Damn! It was past two o’clock—much too late to call Jenny now. She’d
have been asleep hours ago.He stood, retrieved his one genuine find—the shooting party photo
—and slipped it carefully back in its place inside the accounts book, put the book inside the box
and closed the lid, then stumbled from the kitchen, pausing in the doorway long enough to snap
off the light. He shuffled to his room at the back of the house, kicked off his shoes, and collapsed
into bed.The radio alarm roused James at six o’clock to a bleak, sleety morning black as
midnight. Four hours of fretful thrashing on his pillow had done nothing to improve his
increasingly edgy mood. He was tired and out of sorts; he could feel the nervous energy zinging
through him, making him fidgety and anxious. The bizarre meeting on the hilltop had disturbed
him more than he imagined. That, combined with the discovery of the photo, made for a restless
night as his mind kept turning the thing over and over, revolving like a pinwheel and with as much
purposeful resolution.He lay in bed and listened to ice pellets spattering on the window, and
then stirred himself. Entering the kitchen, he saw the untidy heap of documents on the table and,
to one side, the box holding the accounts book with the photo and business card atop it. On a
whim, he picked up the card and stepped to the phone hanging beside the refrigerator and
dialed the number below the name.The phone rang once, twice…before it occurred to him that it
was only six in the morning, and Embries would not have had time to get back to London. He
decided to hang up and try again that evening, but as he made to replace the receiver, a voice
said, “Hello?”Snatching the receiver back to his ear, James replied, “Hello—who is
this?”“James?” The voice on the other end sounded calm and in control.“Is that Embries?”The
speaker did not respond to the question. Instead, he said, “I am glad you kept my card. Listen
carefully; there is not much time. I want you to come to London. Will you do that?”“Why?”“Let us
say that all your questions can be answered here more easily than anywhere else.”“Not good
enough,” James declared. “I don’t know you, and I don’t know what you’re up to. Until I start
getting some answers, I’m not going anywhere.”Embries remained unfazed by this blunt refusal.
“There is more to this affair than you know; however, I am not prepared to go into it over the
phone.” He paused. “There is a direct train to King’s Cross from Pitlochry at 10:21 this morning.



Can you make it?”“I suppose so,” James replied hesitantly. “But I’d have to hear a better reason
than what you’ve told me so far.”“Come to London, James,” countered Embries quietly. “Two
days. That’s all I ask. The rest will be up to you. I give you my word.”For some reason, and
against his better judgment, James believed him. Worn down, his natural resistance low from
fighting the case on his own, perhaps the offer of help, from whatever quarter, seemed too good
to reject out of hand. After all, he thought, what else did he have going for him? In that moment,
James decided to take Embries at his word. “All right,” he agreed.“Good. Now then, it would be
best if you did not travel alone. You need a companion, someone you can trust. Do you have a
friend who could come with you?”“I don’t know. It’s pretty short notice. I’ll try.”“Yes, do try.”
Embries paused. “It is important, James. Someone you can trust,” he repeated earnestly.“I
understand.”“Tickets will be waiting for you at the station. When you disembark, go to the head
of the platform and wait. I will have someone meet you there. Agreed?”“If you say so.”“Do not
worry,” Embries reassured him. “You are doing the right thing. Good-bye, James.”Before James
could ask about the photo, there came a click and the receiver went dead. He thought of dialing
again but decided against it. Clearly, Embries was working some sort of angle, and was not likely
to give away anything important over the phone. James busied himself with making coffee, and
while the stout dark liquid brewed, he went to the bathroom for a shower and a shave.He
emerged somewhat refreshed, dressed quickly, and headed back to the kitchen for breakfast.
While waiting for the antique toaster to spit out two thick pieces of toast, he decided to see if he
could catch Calum before he left for the day’s shooting. James dialed the number and let it ring,
but there was no answer. He hung up, thinking he’d left it too long, and Cal was already out on
the moors with his high-tipping lawyers from London.The toast popped up, and he ate leaning
against the counter. Then, pouring another mug of coffee, he sat down at the table for a final
perusal of the odds and ends before returning the box to the solicitors. Reaching for the shooting
diary, he slipped the photo from between the pages and gazed into the face of M. Embries. How
old must he be now? he wondered. Perhaps it was a trick of the light, but he didn’t appear to
have aged a day since the photo was taken; in fact, he didn’t seem to have changed at all: tall,
regally slender, his white hair brushed back, pale eyes gazing out with intensity and intelligence.
James’ father was standing beside him—how young he looked.He walked into the living room
and took the portrait of his parents from the mantel. It was a good photo—taken on the day
James had received his officer’s commission. It was May. His father was wearing the same dark
suit he always wore at anything requiring formality; his mother, on the other hand, was absolutely
radiant in a pale pink dress she had bought especially for the occasion; she wore white gloves
and had his dress tunic over her arm, casually displaying the new gold rank insignia on the
sleeve. It had been a warm day, he recalled, and he had just taken off his tunic; she had chided
him for crumpling it, and took it from him while he snapped the picture. The smile she wore had
much of a mother’s pride in it, mingled with joy at seeing her son honored.His father, in contrast,
appeared almost sorrowful. There was something diffident and wistful about his expression—as
if he were intruding, and knew it, but trying to make the best of an uncomfortable situation. But



then, as James recalled, Jack Stuart had never been much for social gatherings of any kind; he
found the inanity and superficiality maddening, and endured rather than enjoyed any function he
was forced to attend. This, James had always considered, explained his father’s woebegone
smile.The phone’s chirp broke into his reverie just then. He walked back to the kitchen and
picked it up. “Hello?”“James, man, you’re there—”“Cal?”“Did you ring me just now?”“As a matter
of fact, I did. How’d you know?”“You’re the only one who ever rings me before seven, actually.”“I
figured you were out for the day with your clients.”“They left,” Cal told him. “Got a call last night.
Urgent business in London, apparently. They paid up for the week and hightailed it back to the
city. So I’m free as a bird. I thought we could take the ponies out. It’s been a while since I hunted
on horseback. What do you say?”“Funny you should ask. I was going to try to persuade you to
come with me.”“Where to?”“London. Your legal friends aren’t the only ones with urgent business
in the city.”“Is this anything to do with the estate?”“As it happens, yes.”“Good news or bad?”“Too
early to tell. But I’m going.”Cal hesitated. “Umm…I don’t know. I should probably give it a miss.
There’s a lot to do around here. Thanks all the same.”“Look, Cal,” James said, “I wouldn’t ask
only it’s kind of important. A couple days is all. And it might make a difference. How about
it?”“Well, the thing is, see…”“I need someone with me,” James insisted. “I need you, Cal.”“Since
you put it that way, when do we leave?”After arranging a time and place to meet, James returned
to the bedroom, threw some clothes into a duffel bag, along with his dress shoes and a blazer,
bunged in his toothbrush and shaving kit, zipped up the lot, and tossed the bag into the back of
the Land Rover. He went back inside, secured the house, and scooped up the various
documents from the kitchen table and replaced them in the box. Then, tucking the box under his
arm, he grabbed his hunting jacket from the back of the chair, turned off the coffee pot, and
locked the house. He was halfway to the solicitor’s office in Braemar when he remembered that
he’d meant to call Jenny.Chapter 4The cramped, untidy offices of Gilpin and Hobbs, Solicitors,
were open by the time James arrived. Malcolm Hobbs was standing behind his desk, scratching
his head. “Morning, James,” he said. “Just put it over there in the corner somewhere—anywhere.”
Indicating the box, he asked, “Any luck?”“A few interesting items for the family scrapbook. Odds
and ends mostly, but no—nothing much,” James answered.“I was afraid you would be
disappointed,” Malcolm sympathized. “I did try to tell you. They went over everything with a fine-
tooth comb. If Old Howard had anything tucked away anywhere, they would have found it.”Old
Howard was H. Gilpin, the Duke’s solicitor, who had retired a few years ago, and who could still
be seen whacking golf balls at the Ballater course of an afternoon.“Well,” James allowed, “I had
to see for myself. You know how it is.”“Sure.” Malcolm glanced at his watch. “Unfortunately, I have
another client coming in any minute”—he smiled apologetically—“so if there is nothing else I can
do for you…?” He moved around the side of his desk to lead his visitor out.“Not at the moment, I
guess.”“I’ll be in touch as soon as we receive the filing notice from the Aussies.”James thanked
him again for his trouble, and returned to his car, slid the key into the ignition, and felt his
breakfast surge up into his throat when a hand knocked on the window beside his face.
“Malcolm!”“Sorry to startle you, James,” he said, bending his head to see in.James cranked the



window down a few inches. “What’s up?”“I just was thinking, why not go see Old Howard?”
Malcolm shivered in the cold. “Just to satisfy yourself we haven’t overlooked anything.”“Leave no
stone unturned. Yes, I might do that.”“He’s got a place in town, you know. If he’s not there you
can always find him on the town course. Old Howard likes his golf.” Malcolm began shuffling in
place to keep warm. “Never misses a day.”“I’ll keep it in mind. You’d best get inside before you
catch pneumonia.”“Right. Ta, James,” he said, and scurried back to his office. James glanced at
his watch: it was twenty to nine. He had just enough time to find a phone and give Jenny a ring—
although, now that he thought about it, he wasn’t sure what he’d say to her. He tossed this over
in his mind as he drove to the petrol station down the street and dialed her studio from the pay
phone on the wall.“James, it’s you!” Jenny’s mother always sounded surprised and pleased
whenever he rang up.“How are you, Agnes?” he asked. “Over that cold?”“Och!” she protested. “It
was nothing—a wee chill only, I swear. Some folk around here made far too much of it. I’m right
as rain now.”“Glad to hear it. I was hoping to speak to Jenny a moment—is she there?”“Alas, no,
no.” She sounded heartbroken. “She just dashed out to make a delivery.” Jenny owned a pottery
business that shipped pieces all over the world, as well as supplying the local shops and hotels
with better-quality tourist items. “I’m sorry,” Agnes said. “Could I have her ring you?”“That won’t
be necessary. If you could just tell her I’ve been called away to London on business for a few
days. I’ll try to ring her when I get back.”“I’ll surely tell her,” promised Agnes. “Why don’t you come
to dinner on Sunday? It’s Mildred’s birthday—eighty-seven, she is. You’re more than welcome,
James.”He thanked her for the invitation, and said, “I wouldn’t miss it for the world, but duty calls.
You know how it is.”“That’s a shame. Well, take care of yourself in the big city. Come round when
you get back.”“You can count on it,” James promised, said good-bye and hung up,
disappointed.He filled up with petrol and drove to the Invercauld Arms parking lot where Cal was
waiting in his forever muddy green Ford Escort.“ ’Lo, James,” he said as he stepped out, pulling a
soft-sided black bag from the seat beside him. He locked his car, tossed the bag into the
backseat, and climbed in.Turning onto the highway, James rejoined the sparse morning traffic
through town, and headed for Pitlochry. The drive through Glen Shee was one he usually
enjoyed. This time, however, he hardly noticed the scenery. Cal slumped down in his seat and
closed his eyes, while James, his mind churning, dissected the events of the last few months. He
thought about his recent troubles, and how so much turmoil could have been avoided if the old
Duke had simply left a proper will. He found himself thinking about his parents, and how worried
they had been when the Australians began filling the post box with all their heavy-handed legal
letters. James was still in the service at the time, but there was not much he could have done in
any case. It took years off their lives, no doubt.He thought about his mother: bright and
enthusiastic, with a wonderfully fanciful sense of humor. She liked nothing more than those
newspaper competitions which ask the reader to supply amusing captions for peculiar photos,
and routinely had her entries published. She was unfailingly cheerful, and her manifold
kindnesses won her lasting and loyal friends. In her day, she had been a knockout. James had
seen pictures of her that would have done credit to a fashion model’s portfolio. Indeed, she was



still a handsome woman when she died. The end came so quickly for her that she did not wither
or waste away like so many older women do when their men go. The doctors said it was her
heart, but James suspected she just couldn’t stand to live without her husband.He thought
about his father. A good, honest man, hard-working but not ambitious, he had taught James the
value of a job well done and the enjoyment of life’s simple pleasures. Moreover, he instilled in his
son a knowledge of his Creator. It was from his father that James had learned that this life was
inextricably bound with the next. A frustrated vicar, John Stuart had studied for the ministry, but
had left theological college after only a year or so. Why, James never learned; his father did not
speak of it.Next, his thoughts turned inexorably to Embries, and the odd way he had chosen to
make his introduction. While it had seemed mysterious and full of portent at the time, in the cold
light of day, it all seemed slightly silly. Melodramatic. Much ado about nothing, really. James felt
foolish for having been gulled by such obvious flimflam.Yet, here he was, rushing across country
to make a train to London, and all because of a few whispered words down a phone line. How,
he wondered, did the old boy fit in with his parents? What did he know that could help save Blair
Morven? Who was he anyway?Outside Pitlochry, James joined the long, slow queue of Friday
shoppers coming into town. Consequently, they arrived at the station with only minutes to spare
and dashed to collect the tickets. Presenting himself at the ticket booth, the clerk said, “Middle
initial?”“What? Oh, A—James A. Stuart.”“Your destination?”“London—King’s Cross.”“Somebody
with you?”“A friend,” he said, jerking a thumb at Cal.“These are yours then.” The clerk slid two
tickets under the glass. “Enjoy your trip.”James scooped up the tickets, and the two headed for
the platform where the train was waiting. Once they were rolling through the countryside, Cal,
propping his feet on the opposite seat, said, “So tell me, what’s this all about then?”“I already
told you—it’s to do with the estate.”“Yeah, so? Did the solicitor turn up something?”“Something
turned up, but I’m not sure what.” Suddenly reluctant to rehearse the scant details leading up to
their present situation, James simply told him, “Apparently the answer awaits us in London. I
honestly don’t know all that much about it myself.”Cal regarded him dubiously for a moment,
suspecting there was more James wasn’t telling him.“Um,” James said, “it’s sort of a long story.
I’d really rather not go into it all right now. Can we just leave it at that for the moment?”“Whatever
you say, Sonny Jim. So far as I’m concerned, it’s a free weekend in the big city. I even put on a
new shirt,” he boasted, tugging gently on his cuffs. “Wine, women, and song—here I come.”The
train sped through a rain-streaked countryside, and the two occupied themselves talking about
the annual village stag hunt; Cal, for the third year running, was to act as gillie as well as
organize the prizes. When the lunch hour rolled around, they swayed to the buffet car and
bought beer and sandwiches, which they carried back to their seats. Cal took a nap after that,
and James soon dozed off, too, sleeping through a minor mechanical hold-up at Crewe, and
awaking only when the train pulled in at New Street Station, Birmingham, where four
businessmen in smart blue suits got on and started ringing up wives and girlfriends on their
mobile phones.The sky was already growing dark by that time, the short winter day fading
quickly into a gray murky half light. James caught a last lingering glimpse of ruddy color low on



the horizon as the train came out of the city, and watched it until the twilight closed in. He sat
looking out the window and wondering what in heaven’s name he was doing. Have I become so
desperate to hold onto my little bit of land, he wondered, that I will clutch at any straw?Yes, he
concluded gloomily. It has come to that.The train pulled in at King’s Cross. They disembarked
with the businessmen, and walked to the head of the platform where James paused.“What
now?” asked Calum, stretching his neck.“Somebody’s supposed to meet us.”“And who might
that be?”“I don’t know.”“For a military man, you don’t really have this goose chase under control,
do you?” Cal shook his head and chuckled.“Not really, no,” James conceded, growing
increasingly perturbed for having allowed himself to be so easily led down the garden path. He
was just about to suggest they go and try the phone number on the card, when they were
approached by a slender, dark-haired youth. His solemn expression made him appear older
than he was, and his bearing gave James to know he was a soldier or had been; he had seen
the sober look and clipped walk far too many times not to recognize it now.The young man
walked directly to where the two stood waiting. James could have sworn he almost saluted.
“Captain Stuart?” It was not so much a question, as a statement of fact.James acknowledged his
terse greeting, and said, “This is my friend, Cal—Calum McKay.”The young man nodded at this
information, and said, “This way, sir. I have a car waiting.” He reached for James’ bag. “Allow
me.”“Lead on,” he replied, relinquishing his luggage. “My name is James, by the way,” he offered,
falling into step beside their young guide. “What’s yours?”“Just call me Rhys, sir. I’ll be your driver
during your stay in London.” He glanced around expectantly, and it was all James could do to
keep from returning the implied salute.“Thank you, Rhys,” he said, and as he spoke the name
aloud, felt an unaccountable familiarity sweep over him. I know this young man, he thought. No
sooner had the thought formed in his head, however, than it was brushed aside by the realization
that, as an army officer, he had known hundreds of earnest young fellows exactly like Rhys; they
were a type. And the name—a venerable old Welsh standard—was hardly unique.They crossed
the station, passing the baguette kiosk, burger bar, and Sock Shop, and came to a roped-off
area where, parked in the center of three empty spaces, sat a sleek black Jaguar sedan. Cal
took one look at the plates and nudged James with an elbow. “Brand-new,” he murmured. “I’ll
take it.”As Rhys merged the car smoothly into the city traffic, his passengers settled back into the
cool leather seats and gazed at the lights of the capital through tinted glass. A short drive
brought them to the tall Victorian houses of Belgravia, the embassy district, and at last to a long
cul-de-sac surrounding a park. Rhys stopped the car outside an enormous white town house
with a newly painted black iron fence bearing the sign KENZIE HOUSE. He got out and opened
the door. “Go right in. They are expecting you, sir.”“They?”“Lord and Lady Rothes.” The answer
brought raised eyebrows from Calum, in whose opinion only the stodgily elitist clung to their
titles these days. “They are Embries’ associates, you might say,” Rhys continued, ignoring Cal’s
expression. He went on to inform his charges that the Rothes were, from time to time, pleased to
offer discreet accommodation. “You are the only guests.”“I see.”“Is something wrong, sir?” He
regarded James intently—as if ready to act on his slightest word.“No, not at all,” James assured



him quickly. “It’s just that I thought we would be seeing Embries tonight.”Rhys relaxed. “Ah, yes,
well.” He smiled by way of apology. “Mr. Embries’ affairs called him away at the last minute. You’ll
be very comfortable here, sir.”“I’m sure I will,” James replied, feeling acutely disappointed for the
second time that day.Rhys stepped to the rear of the car, pressing the key fob as he did so. The
boot opened with a sigh as he came around, and he lifted out the luggage.“You don’t have to
fetch and carry for us. We can manage,” said James, reaching for his bag.“Certainly, sir,” he said.
“I will collect you in the morning, and Mr. Embries will see you then. Is eight-thirty
convenient?”“Extremely,” replied James.Rhys wished them both a good night, and drove away.
“Who’s this Embries chap?” asked Cal as they made their way up the short walk to the steps.
“You never told me about him.”“He’s the one with all the answers.”Before Cal could ask anything
else, the door opened and they were swept into the house by a tall, handsome matron dressed
in a trim white cardigan and black-and-white checked slacks. She had well-brushed gray hair,
blue eyes, and the kind of fresh, slightly wind-chafed complexion women get from days spent in
healthy outdoor pursuits.“Here you are at last!” she exclaimed, her accent burring gently. “I am
so glad you’ve arrived. Please, come in, come in both of you.” She pulled her visitors convivially
into a grand foyer, tastefully—and expensively—decorated with polished wood and dark blue
wallpaper stamped with tiny gold crests that glittered in the softly flickering light of a dozen
candles of various sizes. “I’m Caroline,” she said, putting out her hand to James. “You must be
Mr. Stuart.”“Yes. James, please. And this is my friend Calum McKay.”“Delighted,” replied Caroline
Rothes. “This way—I’ll show you to your rooms.” She led them up a curving stairway to the next
floor. “If you’re anything like me,” she said, pushing open the doors, one next to the other, “you’ll
be wanting to refresh yourself after a long day’s journey. Please, come down for a drink as soon
you’re settled. I’ll wait for you downstairs.”The rooms were spacious and comfortable. James put
his bag on the floor beside the bed, sat down on the edge and bounced up and down a couple
times to test the hardness of the mattress, and then went into the blue-tiled bathroom to try out
the plumbing.“I expect you’re famished,” Lady Rothes said, when they rejoined her downstairs a
few minutes later. She led them across the foyer and through a set of wide mahogany doors.
“There are drinks and nibbles waiting for you in the living room; they’ll tide you over until
dinner.”This room was larger than the entire ground floor of Glen Slugain Lodge, and James
marveled at the extravagance of space. Two deeply upholstered chairs of dark red leather had
been pulled up on either side of a low table that supported a drinks tray and bowls of various
sizes containing crisps and crackers and salted nuts. The chairs faced a very large
television.“The news is on shortly,” their hostess told them, crossing directly to the TV. She
switched it on. “I thought that, what with all that’s happened lately, you might like to watch. If not,
just chuck a brick at the screen.” She beckoned her guests to the chairs. “Come along and make
yourselves at home. I have a thing or two to do in the kitchen, but I’ll join you in a few
minutes.”She swept from the room, leaving Cal and James to fend for themselves. Cal pulled off
the top of a bottle of Ruddles County ale, and poured it into two glasses. “Cheers!” he said,
handing one to James. His gaze drifted around the room as he drank. “Some place.”“Just like



home,” James said. He offered the comment as a mildly ironic quip, but Cal’s suddenly knowing
expression rocked him back on his heels.“I can see you here,” he mused seriously. “I really
can.”“I’m not even sure we can afford dinner, to say nothing of staying the night,” James replied,
trying to lighten the mood again.“You worry too much, Jimmy. You should be more like me.”“Have
a nibble, Cal, and shut up,” said James, shoving the bowl of nuts at him.The news came on and
they sat down to watch. It was BBC anchorman Jonathan Trent, looking grave and serious.
“Good evening. Tonight’s broadcast has been expanded,” he informed his audience soberly, “so
that we may bring you extended coverage of the National Tragedy, the Death of King Edward.” A
small golden crown appeared in the lower left-hand corner of the screen; beneath the crown was
the royal monogram and above it a black-draped cloth.“Oh, for the love of God,” muttered Cal.
“They’ve given it a logo, for cryin’ out loud.”“As promised on our midday report, we have a live
update from Kevin Clark in Madeira, but before joining Kevin on location, we take you to the
House of Commons for a repeat of this afternoon’s announcement in Parliament by Prime
Minister Thomas Waring.”Trent, ever the professional presenter, hesitated meaningfully, turned
to his on-desk monitor, and intoned, “This was the scene in Parliament this afternoon.”Chapter
5They watched as the television screen flashed up an image of an absolutely packed House of
Commons chamber. Every seat on every green leather bench was full, as were the members’,
press, and strangers’ galleries. The aisles were jammed with those without places. Looking both
suave and severe, a sober-faced PM rose from the front bench, holding a black portfolio. He
nodded to the Speaker of the House, and took his place at the dispatch box.“Further to my press
announcement at Downing Street last evening, Mr. Speaker,” he said, “it is my regretful duty to
inform this House of the death of our monarch, His Royal Highness Edward the Ninth, King of
England, at his winter residence. He was pronounced dead on arrival by the medical staff at the
Hospital of the Holy Ascension in Funchal, Madeira, approximately fifteen minutes past eight
o’clock local time last night. Preliminary investigations conducted by the police, with full
knowledge of and cooperation with our own consular authorities, indicate that the King was
found at his home by his personal valet, who, having been alerted by the sound of an explosion,
discovered the King suffering from a single gunshot wound to the head.“It is not known at this
time whether the fatal wound was accidental, the result of an action by the King himself, or the
tragic outcome of an attack by a person or persons unknown. A ruling on this question has been
requested by this government as a matter of utmost priority. We are assured that the relevant
authorities are in full sympathy with our concerns.”He paused to take a drink from the glass of
water beside the dispatch box, thereby giving members a chance to interrupt with questions.
“Mr. Speaker!” they shouted, waving their order papers to be recognized. “Mr. Speaker!”“Order!”
cried Olmstead Carpenter, Speaker of the House, from his elevated chair. “Order, ladies and
gentlemen, please! The Prime Minister will continue with his statement.” Carpenter glared at the
assembled MPs, as if daring them to make another outburst.“Thank you, Mr. Speaker,”
continued the Prime Minister when the shouting had abated. “I would merely add that
arrangements are being made by this government for the remains of the King to be flown back to



London for burial. We have obtained assurances from the Portuguese authorities that the body
will be released at the earliest possible moment following the conclusion of their investigations. I
hasten to assure the House that even now we are working closely with our foreign colleagues to
bring about a swift and satisfactory resolution to what is for all concerned an extremely
lamentable and sorrowful affair.”The Prime Minister sat down abruptly, which was the signal for
the Opposition benches to have at it. First on his feet and first to be recognized was Huw Griffith,
the feisty, wirehaired leader of the Unified Alliance Party, the Government’s erstwhile opposition.
The UAP was a coalition of five smaller parties which struggled year after year to mount a
meaningful, coherent opposition to Waring’s British Republic Party juggernaut.“Are we to
understand, Mr. Speaker,” roared the amply padded MP, “that the death of our monarch is the
subject of a continuing police investigation? Does this indicate foul play? If so, what are the
circumstances? If not, what, in heaven’s name, does the Prime Minister mean? I would ask the
Right Honorable Member for additional clarification, if it is not too much trouble.”Griffith sat
down, glaring across the table at his rival. Amid the shouts of friend and foe alike, the PM rose to
his feet. “I would most happily provide clarification for the Honorable Gentleman, Mr. Speaker, if
that were possible. Unfortunately, I can only say that inasmuch as King Edward was apparently
alone in his residence, further details of the tragic event must await the results of the official
investigation.”The PM sat down, and the clamor resumed. “Mr. Speaker!” shouted Charles
Graham, shadow home secretary, and leader of the New Conservatives, one of the coalition
Opposition parties. “I am appalled, Mr. Speaker, that the death of our nation’s monarch should
be treated in this callous and irreverent manner. Will the Government mount a full and thorough
inquiry into this tragic affair immediately?”The Prime Minister rose and returned to the dispatch
box. “Allow me to reassure the Honorable Gentleman, Mr. Speaker, that this government is
offering its complete support to those in charge of the investigation. A report is in the offing. If,
after receiving that report, we feel further scrutiny is warranted, I can personally assure this
House that a government inquiry will be conducted.”The Speaker then recognized a
backbencher whose name James didn’t catch, but who spoke in a loud voice with an accent that
could cut crystal: “Mr. Speaker, will the Prime Minister please confirm that inasmuch as Edward
the Ninth was the reigning monarch of Britain at the time of his death, that he will be accorded a
State funeral—with all the honor and, may I say, pomp and prestige suitable to such an occasion
—and further, will he confirm in unequivocal terms his understanding that insofar as Britain is still
a monarchy, he will continue to fulfill his sworn obligation, as the King’s Prime Minister, namely,
to uphold, defend, and serve the sovereignty of our nation?”The double-barreled question
seemed innocuous enough, but a hushed House waited as Waring slowly rose once more to the
dispatch box.He cleared his throat. “Mr. Speaker, the Honorable and Gallant Member from
Glenrothes has raised an important constitutional point regarding the funeral, and one which is
currently being assessed by the Home Office. Their recommendation will form the basis of this
government’s decision, which will be announced at the earliest opportunity. In the meantime, I
most happily reiterate that as Prime Minister, it is not only my obligation, but my very great honor,



to defend and serve the sovereignty of this nation.”

Avalon The Taco Bell, Avalon The Dallas Cowboys

Avalon: The Return Of King Arthur (The Pendragon Cycle Book 6), The Iron Lance: The Celtic
Crusades: Book I, The Skystone: The Dream of Eagles Vol. 1 (Camulod Chronicles), The Winter
King: A Novel of Arthur (The Warlord Chronicles Book 1), Patrick: Son of Ireland, Excalibur
Rising: Book One of an Arthurian Saga, Pendragon and Merlin's Tomb (Pendragon Legend Book
1), Yseult: A Tale of Tragedy in the Age of King Arthur (The Pendragon Chronicles Book 1),
Byzantium, The Northern Throne (Warrior Druid of Britain Book 3)



Sal, “An unexpected , “Wow”. Having enjoyed the previous Pendragon book series I was highly
skeptical of the idea of continuing the story in a modern setting. I was also apprehensive that we
would lose the depth and richness of the characters in attempting to revive them in this modern
revival of the story line. But my skepticism was pleasantly laid to rest and I was once again
enthralled by yet another Lawhead page turner. I don’t know how Lawhead pulled it off but I can
confidently say, “Avalon” is another riveting addition to the Pendragon Series. But I do give a
warning, Avalon is not a stand alone book. Meaning that the story will make no sense if you have
not read the previous books in the series.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “*Sighs Happily*. As always with me, cons first.1.I really would have liked to
see a few more chracters come back.2. I am personally one of those crazy nerds who have a
pretty good idea of how other countries run thier goverments. This is mind, a only needed to
clarify a few things to get this. However, it may seem a bit confusing to anyone who had no idea
how the British goverment works, because a part of the overall plot is purely political3. I would
have liked to see Arthur remember more, or at least see Excalibur make an appearance4.
Morgain needed to have more of a presence...Holy cow. This is a part of Aurthurain Legend
(sp?) that is rarely touched upon, and never before in such a grown-up manner. Lawhead's
previous books in the Pendragon cycle have descriptions that make you want more and more,
and every word is chosen carefully, so it falls into the grey area of the area between prose and
poetry. Avalon..didn't. Lawhead wrote it as a page-turner, and I could not put it down. It's a book
that makes you want to cheer Arthur and all his mates on. Merlin (Embries) is awesome, his
reaction is very realistic.*Other stories*Arthur/Bradley/whatever-he-is-calling-himself-in-modern-
times-Oh look. Guess I was King Arthur. Lets go get Mordred, forget the fact I am a teenager and
have no idea where to begin! Maybe we should find Excalibur! Bang coconuts together--Yes. I
have seen this. Wince with me. Kudos if you got either of the slipped in references to very
respectable King Arthur takes.Anyway. The characters were awesome, the plot was awesome,
we got really cool Arthur speeches, and enough memorable quotes to want to highlight half the
book. While this is labeled as stand-alone, you will get the most out of it if you read Arthur first.
So, I highly encourage it. Read the Pendragon Cycle. Read Stephen Lawhead, if you haven't.
The best way to describe him is a author who writes a uber-intense Narnia for advanced
readers.”

Christopher J. Hagen, “Bravo! Mr. Lawhead! You do the impossible.. Well, I hoped to write the
first review, but Donovan beat me to it. I will merely add to his accurate praises. Avalon arrived
on Thursday, I started reading it Friday and just finished it now late Saturday night. It is a page
turner. I was reading my way through the last three books of the Pendragon Cycle before I
actually read Avalon. However, I could not resist that beautiful new book sitting unread on the



bookshelf. So, I set down Arthur right before a tremendous battle against Balduf and picked up
Avalon. I would say that Avalon contains some of the wittiest and most gripping dialogue I have
ever read. The characters leapt to life, familiar yet changed in their modern setting. I was
terribly scared that Lawhead had over reached himself when I heard that this was a modern
King Arthur fable. Lawhead exceeded my expectations for this story and pulls it off with great
aplomb and heart. I definitely enjoyed the book more because of my prior reading of his
Pendragon Cycle.Please read this book and let your heart soar! My intial reading rates it at 4
stars, one of Lawhead's best, easily the best since Byzantium, but upon further readings, I may
strike again with another review with a higher rating.”

Tea Miller, “Great Book. This book of our allusive King Arthur is wonderful, but it does beg for a
sequel to it to continue the story. I loved the Tie in from the Ancient past to the Reincarnated
Modern day fight from the same Soul that fought for his country. I also loved how Stephen
Lawhead brought in the Avalon part of the Story. My only problem with the story is that even
though there were some ties to the Old Religion (Paganism), The story did what it could to hide
much of that as possible. This I find disrespectful to our Ancient Ancestors, as it has been
proven by Archaeology and Anthropology that during the time period that King Arthur was
suppose to exist, these 2 Religions (Christian's and Pagan's) did live side by side for along time.
That is until the Christian Religion took on a wide spread area across the world and the Pagan's
were converted, driven underground or Killed for their Critical Thinking ways. I feel this needs to
be more address since it is part of the History of our world, weather anyone agrees with it or not.
It is part of us all.”

deejayhay, “Loved this retelling of an old story. Lawhead's books draw you in quickly. I love his
characters and the way he takes the Authurian legends and totally freshens the story. I enjoyed
all the books in this series, as I have all of Lawhead's books. Look forward to continuing to get
acquainted with all his stories.”

The book by Stephen R. Lawhead has a rating of 5 out of 4.6. 197 people have provided
feedback.
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